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Guess the cartoon blocks answers

Guide Blocks Quiz Answers - Join the blocks quiz and guess who the characters, movies and cartoons are in each block of the picture. Share your success achievements on Facebook and Twitter. Are you able to identify these characters to see the colored blocks? If you are stuck to some of the blocks then use quiz
solution blocks with picture cheats for all levels here. Blocks Quiz Magic Frame Studios on iPhone and Android Devices Blocks Quiz Cheats Level 1 - 20: Blocks Quiz Level 1 TV SERIES: American Dad Blocks Quiz Level 2 DISNEY MOVIE: ALADIN Blocks Quiz Level 3 FILM: AVATAR BLOCKS QUIZ Level 4 CARTOON
SERIES: LUCKY LUKE BLOCKS QUIZ Level 5 Cartoon Series: SOUTH PARK BLOCKS QUIZ Level 6 Cartoon Series: SMURFS Blocks Quiz Level 7 CARTOON SERIES : Simpson Blocks Quiz Level 8 TV SHOW: ERNIE AND BERT Blocks Quiz Level 9 Cartoon Series: Ninja Turtle Blocks Quiz Level 10 Anime Manga:
DRAGON BALL Blocks Quiz Level 11 Cartoon Series: Asterix and Obelix Blocks Quiz Level 12 Video Game Characters: Mario and Luigi Blocks Quiz Level 13 Video Game: STREET FIGHTER Blocks Quiz Level 14 Sci-Fi Movie : Star Wars Blocks Quiz Level 15 Cartoon Series: Family Guy Blocks Quiz Level 16 Cartoon
Series: FUTURAMA Blocks Quiz Level 17 Comic Heroes: Batman and Robin Blocks Quiz Level 18 Marvel Heroes: Superman Blocks Quiz Level 19 TV Series: Knight Knight Blocks Quiz Level 20 TV Series: Team let your imagination and show what blocks you play quiz blocks? Are you able to recognize movies,
characters and cartoons just looking for colored blocks? Blocks Quiz It's a simple and straightforward game, view the image, interpret colors and sizes and write your solution. Multiple Blocks Quiz Solution: Blocks Quiz Level 21 - 40 Answers Blocks Quiz Level 41 - 60 Answers Blocks Quiz Level 61 - 80 Answers Blocks
Quiz Level 81 - 100 Responses Note: If you are unable to continue reading, click this link friend for free access. Blocks Quiz is a free and unique trivia game that will tickle your brain! You can download and play the full game here: Credit: favorite cartoon characters, movies, stars, comics, video games - and much more -
have been transformed into colorful blocks. The goal is to identify all famou movies and TV series from colored blocks. Treat each block as a character. The colors in these blocks are typical of what this character wears in the show. With nothing but colored blocks as clues, you'll need to know the characters pretty well, to
name them all. Can you name all movies and TV shows in these blocks? Here are some clues: Put them all together and you should have a cast of one of your favorite TV shows or movies. The answers are here (or Friend Link for free access)... Try to peek first. Ready for the next round? Let's! Need Answers are
collected from some friends and fans. Maybe you could let me know if you think alike or disagree? The answers are here (or Friend Link for free access)... Try to peek first. Ready for the third round? Warning: The level of difficulty increases! You can play round 3 games on their official website. Credit: s dive! Can you
name the characters by these minimalist blocks? (tip: Disney and Pixar) Here's a guide: Can you name the characters by these minimalist blocks? Here's another clue: Here's another clue: Here's another clue to guess: ... My answers are gathered from some friends and fans. Maybe you could let me know if you think
alike or disagree? The answers are here (or Friend Link for free access)... Try to peek first. Cartoon characters, movies, TV shows, comics, video games and more - can you guess what colored blocks depict?. Blocks Quiz is a free and unique trivia game that will tickle your brain! Your favorite cartoon characters, movies,
stars, comics, video games and so much more have turned into colorful blocks. The object of the game is to see how many blocked favorites you can recognize before time runs out. Answer faster to win up to 3 gold stars. Use your stars to unlock increasingly challenging levels. Every question you complete gives you
coins you can use for power-ups in a pinch. Detect, remove, freeze, and solve your way through 200 questions! More than 200 block-based questions. Enjoying our hand-drawn blocked editions? Want to see more? Send us your ideas on Facebook and Twitter. We are constantly creating new and original block
questions into our list. How well do you know your favorite shows and movies? Blocks Quiz will keep you guessing through 20 levels of growing difficulty with hundreds of questions in over 11 categories. No setup or registration required. No complicated rules to follow. Just have fun and play! 4446 Saint-Laurent
Boulevard, Suite 201 Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2W 1Z5 Tel: (514) 419-7977 in the face of weeks indoors many of us are turning to box sets to keep us entertained during periods of isolation. And now you can put your Netflix binges to the test with this enraged new brainteaser. Can you name all the movies and TV
shows in this picture? The goal is to identify all 20 famous movies and TV series from the color blocks below. With nothing but colored squares as clues, you have to know the characters pretty well, to name them all. We'll give you one clue, the team behind this quiz is serious about their animation, so don't expect many
live action hits. You think you can take the test? Answers can be found at below, but not by queasing! Only a true TV enthusiast will be able to name all 20 of those who exercises who simply need to treat each block as a character. The colors in these blocks are about what this character wears in the show. Put them all
together and you should have a cast of one of your favorite TV shows or movies. The Simpsons Super Mario Bros Batman Tin Dexter's Laboratory Wallace &amp; Gromit Family Guy Tom &amp; Jerry Toy Story Flintstones Deadpool Despicable Me South Park Pinky &amp; The Brain Futurama Dangermouse Mickey
&amp; Minnie Mouse Bugs Bunny Star Wars Star Trek PS5 stock LIVE – Latest on consoles at EE, Simpsons Super Mario Bros Batman Tin Dexter's Laboratory Wallace &amp; Gromit Family Guy Tom &amp; Jerry Toy Story Flintstones Deadpool Despicable Me South Park Pinky &amp; The Brain Futurama
Dangermouse Mickey &amp; Minnie Mouse Bugs Bunny Star Wars Star Trek PS5 stock LIVE – Latest on consoles at EE, Simpsons Super Mario Bros Batman Tin Dexter's Laboratory Wallace &amp; Gromit Family Guy Tom &amp; Jerry Toy Story Flintstones Deadpool Despicable Me South Park Pinky &amp; The Brain
Futurama Dangermouse Mickey &amp; Minnie Mouse Bugs Bunny Star Wars Star Trek PS5 Stock LIVE – Latest on Consoles at EE , Simpsons Super Mario Bros Batman Tin Game, Currys, Argos, Amazon and TescoMeghan and Harry RIDICULED over new 'woke word salad' £30m Spotify podcastMeghan & Harry's
mega-money deals from $151M Neflix deal to $1K speechesSpaceX to launch spy satellite into orbit tomorrow – how to watch liveEx-Playboy bunny opens up about dating Hugh Hefner &amp; life in the iconic mansionMcDonald's is giving away free McDoubles today For more quizzes Earlier this week we challenged
you to name all the celebrity cameos in this Simpsons quiz. And we've invited you to name all 24 of these films from their emoji sequences. Plus, we urged you to notice the bee among the flowers. The massive Virtual Friends quiz launches online to raise money for the NHS in the face of weeks inside as many of us turn
to box sets to keep us entertained during periods of isolation. And now you can put your Netflix binges to the test with this enraged new brainteaser. Can you name all the movies and TV shows in this picture? The goal is to identify all 20 famous movies and TV series from the color blocks below. With nothing but colored
squares as clues, you have to know the characters pretty well, to name them all. We'll give you one clue, the team behind this quiz is serious about their animation, so don't expect many live action hits. You think you can take the test? Answers can be found at below, but not by queasing! Only a true TV enthusiast will be
able to name all 20 of those who are trying exercise who simply need to treat each block as a character. The colors in these blocks are typical of what this character wears in the show. Put them all together and you should have a cast of one of your favorite TV shows or movies. The Simpsons Super Mario Bros Batman
Tin Dexter's Laboratory Wallace &amp; Gromit Guy Tom &amp; Jerry Toy Story Flintstones Deadpool Despicable Me South Park Pinks &amp; The Brain Futurama Dangermouse Mickey &amp; Minnie Mouse Bugs Bunny Star Wars Star Trek France warned that he could live under covid lockdown for a year despite
vaccineChappers backing Hollie Doyle for SPOTY and looking ahead to huge Ascot clashSir Paul chats about McCartney III as he is crowned our album of the year or take your clothes this Christmas – like J-Lo &amp; Kylie For more quizzes, earlier this week we invited you to name all the celebrity cameos in this
Simpsons quiz. And we've invited you to name all 24 of these films from their emoji sequences. Sequences. urged you to spot a bee between flowers. Massive virtual Friends quiz launches online to raise money for NHS Are you angling for a challenge? Then square up to this great quiz based on geometric blocks. Some
of the most popular characters from television and the big screen have been simplified in a fun graphic puzzle that keeps people guessing on social media. Give it a go, and if you get rec-tangled up, you can find the answers below . . . More cheese, please, wise uptake dog and brilliant baby? That's weird sweet! Playing
cat and mouse Playmates with a story to tell Rock with this bunch of prehistoric cartoon capers Dead easy? These funny yellow guys are despicable One of these buddies met a terrible end to every episode of Take Good Luke to these rebels from a galaxy far, far away . . . Check out the captain's log clues to this stellar
line-up siblings sound Italian Frozen pizza boy and buddies always deliver Oh crumbs! Danger here Ear are some cartoon royalty holy superhero! What's the matter, Doctor? Kate & Meghan's wedding dressmaker 'nearly homeless &amp; can't feed kids'I've made £1million during lockdown by talking dirty to men in a
British accentI only give second-hand gifts &amp; wrap them in newspaper - Xmas has cost me £87.Mum who didn't spend a penny on son's Xmas presents shares free gift ideaEx Pandora worker reveals how to get a FREE bracelet &amp; tips for Boxing DayEx-bunny Playboy opens up about dating Hugh Hefner &amp;
life in the iconic mansion Wallace and Gromit; Family Guy; Tom and Jerry; Toy Story; The Flintstones; Deadpool; Minions; South Park; Star Wars; Star Trek; Mario Bros.; 6-1; Futurama; Dangers mouse and penfold; Mickey and Minnie Mouse; Batman; Bugs Bunny Awkward moment Batman stunt double falls off
motorbike during filming in Glasgow Glasgow
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